Power to the VM admin
HPE SimpliVity with Composable Fabric—True hyperconvergence at scale from data center to edge

Is your hyperconverged solution complete?
It could be your legacy network holding you back. The hyperconvergence of compute and storage resources has brought simplicity, agility, and cost savings to data center operations. But legacy networking is still holding businesses back. Traditional networks were not designed with hyperconverged systems in mind to address new levels of automation, visibility, and intelligence in the data center.

A true hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) requires more
HPE Composable Fabric delivers a software-defined networking fabric that’s purpose-built for workload-driven performance and scale. It’s the missing piece of a true HCI deployment and completes the picture so administrators can deliver more with less.

Empower the VM admin with true hyperconvergence from data center to edge

Hyperconverge everything with scale-out compute, storage, and networking. The IT admin efficiently controls the full stack.

Friction-free scale for virtual workloads. Start small, scale linearly to reach very large deployments. Run any VM, anywhere, anytime.


Compute + Storage + Networking =
The only true HCI solution available today.

Learn more at:
hpe.com/info/simplivity
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